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It is shown that an affine difference set of order n z 3 or 6 mod 9 in an abelian 
group does not exist unless n = 3. The proof uses an identity in the group algebra 
F,G (p(/n), which is the afline analogue of a theorem of Wilbrink (J. Combin. 
Theory Ser. A 38 (1985), 9495). c 1990 Academic Press, Inc 
An aftine difference set D of order n in a group G = {g,, . . . . g,}, 
u = n* - 1, is an n-subset of G with the property that every element of 
G - H has exactly one representation as a “difference” dd’-‘, d, d’ ED, 
where HUG and [HJ=n-1. We associate with Dan (n2-l)x(n’-l)- 
matrix A = (au), where 
1 
ai, = 
if g,g,-‘ED 
0 otherwise. 
A is the incidence matrix of a divisible design with parameters (n + 1, n - 1, 
n, 1) and ldet Al =n(nz-n)i2, see [2]. From now on let G be an abelian 
group. Then every prime divisor p of n is a multiplier [2]. Let d denote 
the group algebra [F,G which is semisimple since p j n2 - 1 [3]. By abuse 
of notation, we identify X= {x1, . . ..xk}cG with X=x,+ ... +x,E& 
and write XCP’=xT+ ... +xP,. We define (X) to be the ideal in d 
generated by X which is also a linear subspace of [F, G over 5,. Then we 
can choose D in such a way that Dtp) = Dp = D, see [2]. Note that 
DD’-“=n.l+G-H=G-Hin d. 
LEMMA 1. Let A be the incidence matrix of a divisible design with 
parameters (n + 1, n - 1, n, 1). Consider A as a matrix over F,, p (1 n. (Here 
p 11 n means p 1 n but p* 1 n.) Then we have rank A 2 (n2 + n - 2)/2. 
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ProojY We know /det Al =n (n2--n)‘2. The proof of Theorem 4.1 in [ 1 ] 
carries over. 1 
LEMMA 2. LetGbeanabeliangroupofordern’-1, H<G, JHJ=n-1, 
p a prime divisor of n. Then we have dim< G - H) = n as a subspace of at’. 
Proof: We observe dim(H) = lGl/lHl, GE (H), (G-H) s (H) and 
thusdim(G-H)=dim(H)-l,sinceG~(G-H).Toseethis,consider 
the standard inner product on the linear space F,G and observe that 
G E (G - H)‘, whereas G is not orthogonal to itself. 1 
THEOREM 1. Let D be an affine dzjjference set of order n in G, p a prime 
with p 11 n. Then the following identity holds in &, if DCp’ = D: 
Proof: In the same way as in the proof of Wilbrink [S] we see that 
DPP’ and (DC-‘))P-’ are the idempotent generators of the ideals I, = (D) 
and Z, = (DC-“). The unique idempotent generator of I, n Z2 is 
(DD’-“)PP1=(G-H)P- and dim I, n Z2 = n by Lemma 2 (note 
(G-H)P=(G-H)(P)=G-H). Now dimZl+dimZ2-dimZ,nZ,,< 
n2 - 1 and dim I, = dim I, 3 (n2 + n - 2)/2 (see Lemma 1) imply dim II = 
(n’+n-2)/2 and dim(Z, +Z,)=n2-2, hence Z,+Z2= (G)“. One checks 
that the idempotent generator of (G)’ is 1 + G, since G2 = -G. It must 
agree with Dppl + (D(-l))pp ’ - (G - H)P- ‘, see [S]. 1 
An easy calculation shows the non-existence of affine abelian difference 
sets of order n = 2 mod 4 if n > 2. This was already proved by Jungnickel 
[4] using other methods. But our identity in IF, G also allows investigating 
the case p = 3. 
THEOREM 2. Zf p = 3 in Theorem 1 then n = 3. 
Proof: We have 
D’ + (D’ - “)2 
=xdf+2 1 d,d, +C(d,‘)*+2 1 d;‘d,? 
i</ iej 
=1+2G-H. 
The coefficient 2 appears n2 - n + 1 times in D2 + (D”‘)’ and the rest of 
the group elements have coefficient 1. In particular, every element has a 
representation did, or d; ’ d,: ‘. Since did, = d,d, implies dj = dk and dj = d1 
we conclude taht did, = (d;‘)’ is impossible for i#j, since otherwise did, 
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would not appear in DL + (Dtp”)*. Let x (resp. y) denote the number of 
group elements with g = d f = (d,: ’ )’ (resp. g = nidi = d; ’ d; ’ ) for 
appropriate i, j, k, 1. Then the equations 
2(n-x)+y=n-2, 
x + 2 
n 
LO I 2 
-y =n*-n+l 
hold and thus y = (n/3) and x = (2n/3) + 1. Let U denote the subgroup of 
involutions in G. We observe U < H, since for d,d/ ’ E U the element d,d L: ’ 
equals d,d,-‘. We want to show that there is exactly one involution in 
(d:, . . . . di). Suppose df, df E U, d, #d,; hence d: = A; = 1 and di(dj)-’ = 
d,(d;)- ‘, where d:, dj ED (3 is a multiplier), contradicting di # di. If there 
were no involution in (d:, . . . . df,} every element in U would have a 
representation did, = d,-’ d,:’ with di # d,. But did, E U implies df = (d,:‘)’ 
and dJ=(dl:‘)*; hence J{d:, . . . . d,f) n {(d;‘)“, . . . . (d;‘)‘}l sOmod2, a 
contradiction to x being odd. Hence we know that there are exactly 
(x - 1)/2 involutions of the form did, with dj #d’,. Thus ICI1 = 
(x - 1)/2 + 1 = (43) + 1 divides ) HJ = n - 1 which is possible only for 
n=3. 1 
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